
Phoenix Union High School District No. 210 
4502 North Central Avenue 

Phoenix, Arizona 85012 
 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

 

 
POSITION TITLE:  

 
Transportation Dispatcher 
 

 
DIVISION: 

 
Logistics 

WORK YEAR: 12 Months 
 

DEPARTMENT: Transportation 

LOCATION: Transportation SALARY SCHEDULE: Support Services 

DEFINITION: 

The Transportation Dispatcher is responsible for the daily routing and scheduling of buses, 
vans, drivers, assistants, and maintaining reports, logs, and files for the Transportation 
Department.  Performs job related duties as assigned. 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: 
 

1. Develop and adjust routes to maximize bus capacity while minimizing cost and 
transportation time. 
 

2. Schedule buses, vans, drivers and assistants on a daily basis to ensure all routes and 
field trips are covered. Assigns substitutes as needed and drives a buses/vehicles when 
necessary. 

3. Communicate with parents/guardians, administrators, campus staff, transportation staff 
and organizations to ensure the safe and efficient transportation of students. 
 

4. Coordinates the contracted transportation of students who require specialized 
transportation. 

 
5.  Coordinates the transportation of students following Arizona state statutes mandated 

transportation requirements, using in-house or contracted vehicles. 
 

6. Periodically inspects buses/vans to ensure standards compliant with Arizona state 
statutes. 

 
7. Coordinate bus/van repairs with mechanics. 

 

8. Assist with training and monthly safety meetings. 
 

9. Updates, checks, maintains, and files daily records such as payroll, absence logs, fuel 
and mileage logs, and notifies the Transportation Director of any discrepancies.  

 
10. Prepares end-of-month reports such as fuel usage, mileage, field trips, and students 

transported. 

 



POSITION TITLE:  Transportation Dispatcher 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

1. High School diploma or GED. 

2. Five years of experience in the operation of a bus. 

3. Possess a valid CDL “B” license with a “P”, “S” and Air Brakes endorsement. 

4. Possess a valid Arizona Bus Driver Certificate. 

5. Possess a valid IV Fingerprint Clearance Card. 

6. Possess and maintains a current First-Aid and CPR certificates.  

7. Ability to interact and relate to students who require specialized transportation. 

8. Ability to establish and maintain professional work relationships.  

9. Ability to effectively direct the work of others. 

10. Prior experience in one or more of the following areas is desirable: working with students 
who require specialized transportation, dispatching school busses/vans, supervising 
others, previous safety or training experience. 

11. Classroom training certificate required with behind the wheel training certificate desired. 

12. Able to speak, read, write and understand English. 

SUPERVISION RECEIVED: 

Transportation Director 

SUPERVISION GIVEN: 

Bus Drivers, Bus Assistants, and Transportation Service Assistant, as directed by Supervisor. 
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APPROVED BY: 
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JOB NUMBER: 
 

3528 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 
 

3/1/2018 


